NOTE: max.250°/350°/900°/1200° - Maximum length of carrier cantilever and carrier span are specified in CEILING SUSPENSION INFORMATION

PRESTIGE TILE
MODULE 1200x600mm
MODULE 1800x600mm
MODULE 1200x900mm

Preparation for installation of Veneered Wood Tiles Ceiling:

1. Ensure the ceiling surface is clean and free from debris.
2. Arrange the tiles in the desired layout according to the specifications provided.
3. Attach the primary T-profile (T24/38) at the intersections to provide structural support.
4. Install the secondary stepped T-profiles (Secondary Profile) as needed for additional support.
5. Use cross-lock brackets to secure the tiles to the support structure.
6. Make use of suspension - quick hanger for secure attachment.
7. Ensure all components are aligned and spaced according to the layout plans.
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